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Rather than investigating the conceptual schemas evoked by language, this paper takes a referentially 
grounded corpus annotated in the Dutch FrameNet (DFN) annotation tool (Remijnse et al., 2022, 
Postma et al., 2020) and starts from conceptual schemas to investigate framing in language. By taking 
events in the world as the starting point of compilation, the corpus shows large variation of texts 
referencing single events. The ultimate goal is to annotate the network of frames and see how they form 
a semantic structure at both text and corpus level. This way, the frames distribute semantic roles on 
different linguistic interfaces. So far, the discussion surrounding semantic roles has largely focused on 
the semantics-syntax interface (Fillmore, 1968; Dowty 1991; Primus, 2016), resulting in many annotated 
corpora, such as PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016)  and VerbNet 
(Schuler, 2005), and has developed into the task of Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) (Gildea & Jurafsky, 
2002). However, the sentences below display alternative ways of realizing roles in addition to syntax. 
 
(1) a. William had to transfer between a lot of flights during his trip to Denmark.  
     b. Yesterday, he finally arrived. 
 
(2) The thief ordered a cup of coffee. 
 
In the sequence in (1), the destination role of the verb arrive in (1b) is realized but sentence-externally 
in (1a) by Denmark. Although there has been some attention to discourse-licensed roles in cognitive 
science (Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988) and SRL (Gerber & Chai, 2012; Ruppenhofer et al., 2010), this 
phenomenon has largely been ignored in classic literature and also in annotated corpora.  

In addition to discourse, semantic roles can also remain completely unexpressed. 
Sequence (1) does not mention any source role. This role is then not licenced linguistically, but 
pragmatically inferred. Furthermore, thief in (2) is the agent of order, but at word level also incorporates 
an agentive role with regards to the concept of stealing. As far as we know, these types of semantic 
roles have gained little to no attention in literature and little is known about how it connects to other 
expressions in the discourse. Fillmore (1986) and Ruppenhofer et al. (2016) propose a variety of Null-
Instantiations, but since the FrameNet paradigm is applied at syntax level, those unexpressed roles are 
lacking extra-sentential antecedents in annotation. 

All of these semantic role realizations are captured in our annotations. Text-mentions are 
both linked to structured data and annotated with FrameNet frames. Referencing the same events, the 
texts together form a coherent story but differ in their narrative structure and framing. In order to capture 
the dynamic narratives of each text, the FrameNet annotations are adapted to the discourse level, i.e., 
within a text, frame elements are annotated across sentence boundaries, in addition to word level, and 
as implicatures when not found in the document. This way, we cover the realization of frame elements 
across all aforementioned linguistic interfaces and provide an annotation scheme in which we can 
observe how - in natural language data - these interfaces are utilized to distribute the roles.  

The links to structured data are then used to investigate this distribution as a function of 
reference in combination with pragmatic factors. We expect, for example, that topicalization affects 
foregrounding and backgrounding principles. Focalized participants are foregrounded and therefore 
overtly express a high number of roles in syntax, whereas non-focalized participants are backgrounded 
by minimal expression, which suffices as the antecedent of roles across sentences. Thus, the realization 
of a role in natural language is subjected to topicalization of its referent. 
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